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Transgender double rapist Isla Bryson
will move from women's jail to a male
prison within hours as Nicola Sturgeon
makes humiliating U-turn amid huge
public backlash after her own justice
minister defended putting predator
with females

Transgender rapist will now leave Cornton Vale jail in Stirling this afternoon
Ms Sturgeon said she believes it is not possible to have a rapist in a women's jail
24 hours earlier her justice secretary backed Scottish Prison Service's decision

By MARTIN ROBINSON, CHIEF REPORTER FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 07:24 EST, 26 January 2023 | UPDATED: 11:54 EST, 26 January 2023

Transgender rapist Isla Bryson will be transferred from Scotland's only all-women's
prison to a male jail within hours after a humiliating U-turn by Nicola Sturgeon.

Bryson, named Adam Graham until 2020, will be moved to a male wing of a male
prison on Thursday afternoon in a decision backed by the First Minister, sources said.

The SNP leader revealed the U-turn just 24 hours after her own justice secretary
Keith Brown backed the Scottish Prison Service's decision to put the transgender
double rapist with female inmates in Cornton Vale jail in Stirling. 

Bryson's estranged wife Shonna Graham, 31, told MailOnline her former partner's
transition was a 'sham for attention' and he was 'bull******** the authorities' to avoid a
male prison. Critics said the rapist was a threat to female inmates.

Today Ms Sturgeon revealed the abuser – who was born a man, still has a penis and
only began transitioning after being charged with rape – would be moved out of the
all-female prison after just two days there.

The First Minister did not say where Bryson will be sent but her spokesman later
confirmed it would 'not be on the female estate'. Ms Sturgeon told First Minister's
Questions: 'I don't think it's possible to have a rapist within a women's prison'.

Scottish Tory leader Douglas Ross said today: 'It should not have taken public disgust
and a slew of negative headlines about a double rapist being sent to a women's
prison for Nicola Sturgeon to realise this was completely unacceptable and wrong.'
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Revealed: SNP's flip-
flopping over Isla
Bryson decision

Tuesday: Bryson is convicted for the
rape of a woman in Clydebank, East
Dunbartonshire, in 2016 and a rape
against a second woman in
Drumchapel, Glasgow, in 2019. She is
moved to Cornton Vale women's
prison in Stirling for sentencing. 

Wednesday: Following an outcry from
women's campaigners, Number 10
weighs in to express concern about
the placement, with Rishi Sunak's
spokesman saying he 'understands the
concerns'. 

However, SNP Justice Minister Keith
Brown expresses his confidence in the
Scottish Prison Service and refuses to
intervene. He adds that the
controversial Gender Recognition
Reform (Scotland) Bill would have no
implication on which prisons
transgender people are held in.

Thursday: In a 'screeching' u-turn
within 24 hours of Mr Brown's
comments, Nicola Sturgeon
announces that Bryson will be
transferred from Scotland's only all-
women's prison to a male jail.  

Nicola Sturgeon has confirmed Isla Bryson will not remain in a women's prison while speaking
to the Scottish Parliament today

Isla Bryson, 31, (right), who was born Adam Graham (left), was convicted of raping two women
while a man. After two days at a women's jail the rapist will be moved to a male prison
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Meanwhile, Mr Ross accused Ms
Sturgeon of 'hiding behind' the Scottish
Prison Service when she suggested it
was responsible for the decision. 

At First Ministers' Questions, he cited
rules that grant ministers the power to
direct 'supervision levels' criteria for
prisoners, and this must be reviewed
'within 72 hours of reception'. 

Scottish Tory MSP Jamie Halcro Johnston
said: 'It is shameful that Nicola Sturgeon
refuses to admit that her government –
and her own SNP ministers – have
allowed a double rapist to be held in a
women's prison.' 

His colleague Tess White added: 'A
predatory double rapist being held in a
women's prison for any length of time is
dangerous. 

'An SNP minister defended the decision
one day – then Nicola Sturgeon
backtracked the next. What would have
happened if there hadn't been a public
backlash?'

Ms Sturgeon told the Scottish Parliament:
'The risk assessment is under way.
However, as in all cases, the Scottish
Prison Service will not wait until an
assessment is completed if they think
action is required more quickly – and this
prisoner is not going to be incarcerated
in Cornton Vale women's prison.

'In terms of the interim situation, and how the situation I said there is going to be
achieved, I've got to be mindful of allowing the Scottish Prison Service to do their
operational job and to do that properly.'

Referring to the Bryson case, Ms Sturgeon confirmed: 'This prisoner will not be
incarcerated in Cornton Vale women's prison – short term or long term'. 

Late, the First Minister told journalists that no 'formal direction' had been given to the
prison service by the Government on where Bryson should be imprisoned. 

A source told BBC Scotland after it emerged the rapist would be moved that Ms
Sturgeon 'believes that is the right call'.

The row has engulfed the Scottish Government and its First Minister, whose
controversial Gender Recognition Reform (Scotland) Bill — which would allow
anyone over 16 to 'self-identify' as the opposite sex without needing medical
diagnosis of gender dysphoria — has not yet been legally ratified.  

Amid protests about the decision to send Bryson to Cornton Vale, Ms Sturgeon said:
'It would not be appropriate for me in respect of any prisoner to give details of where
they are being incarcerated.

'But given the understandable public and parliamentary concern in this case I can
confirm to parliament that this prisoner will not be incarcerated at Cornton Vale
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Ex-governor of Scottish
women's prison 'would
have quit' if she'd been
told to house
transgender rapist with
female inmates 

women's prison. I hope that provides assurance to the public.'

Bryson only started to transition after appearing in court on the rape charges. 

MPs and MSPs warned that female inmates could be at risk and the move sent a
signal that male sex offenders could 'game the system'. 

First Minister Nicola Sturgeon on the way to First Minister's Questions where she performed
the U-turn

Transgender rapist Isla Bryson was sent to a women's prison despite carrying out the crimes as
a man and transitioning after being charged
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It came as a retired governor of Cornton Vale jail declared today that if she were still
in charge and had to take in sex attacker Bryson, she would quit. 

Rhona Hotchkiss believes it is 'appalling'
that the 31-year-old was sent to the all-
female jail after being convicted of
raping two women while still a man
named Adam Graham.

Bryson is being held at Scotland's only
full female jail while risk assessments are
carried out ahead of sentencing on
February 28. 

Critics said the abuser is a danger to
women and the case has prompted calls
for Ms Sturgeon's stalling Gender
Recognition Reform Bill to be reviewed.

Miss Hotchkiss is an ally of JK Rowling
and director of the author's Beira's Place
project – a 'woman-only' sexual violence
support service in Edinburgh that does
not cater for trans women.

The retired prison boss said: 'This [Isla
Bryson] would have been a resignation
issue for me. I am absolutely clear about the fact that they should be in a male prison
– you simply cannot have someone like this terrorising women. 
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The smirking rapist now
sitting in a female
prison proves our legal
system has sacrificed
vulnerable women at
the shrine of trans
rights, writes JULIE
BINDEL 

'It's appalling. The thought that a double rapist can identify his way into a women's
prison should shock everyone.

'The other shocking aspect is, the Scottish parliament could have chosen to legislate
against that happening and they didn't.'

Rhona Hotchkiss (bottom right) is a director of the women-only sexual violence support
service Beira's Place in Edinburgh, which will not cater for trans women. It is funded by Ms
Rowling, who is a director with (left to right back row) Susan Smith, Johann Lamont and
Margaret McCartney

Miss Hotchkiss told LBC Radio: 'Before I left I was in a very difficult situation where I
was refusing to force female staff to search male-bodied prisoners and I was told
that I would be making life very difficult for myself.

'Had I not been going to take early
retirement anyway, I would have stayed
and pursued that. But today, this would
have been a resignation issue for me.

'I have no doubt this is a red line I would
not have crossed and as the governor of
Cornton Vale I would have refused to
have this person in my prison.'

Scotland's First Minister was questioned
at a press conference on Monday at St
Andrew's House in Edinburgh about
appalling signs at the Rally for Trans
Equality in Glasgow on Saturday.

Police Scotland has said it is investigating
after reports into a sign at the rally. 

SNP MP Kirsten Oswald and her party
colleague, MSP Kaukab Stewart, were
pictured with signs in the background
calling to 'decapitate TERFs [trans-
exclusionary radical feminists]'.

Miss Hotchkiss tweeted of Ms Sturgeon:
'Women have been telling her for years
that violent misogyny is a cornerstone of
trans ideology & she's been ignoring us.
She still is'.

It comes as Prime Minister Rishi Sunak and Justice Secretary Dominic Raab
slammed Ms Sturgeon over the prison scandal. 

Downing Street showed 'concerns' about the Scottish government putting the male-
bodied rapist in a women's prison. 

The Prime Minister's spokesperson said he had 'seen the reporting and understands
the concerns' over the decision to let the transgender woman be held in a women's
prison despite raping two women. 

Mr Raab tweeted such a move would not happen south of the border, after the
Government overhauled rules to stop transgender sex offenders from being held in
women's prisons. 

Under the changes, Mr Raab said transgender women who had committed sex
crimes or retained male genitalia could not be held in women's prisons except in the
most exceptional cases authorised by ministers.    

Both Downing Street and the Ministry of Justice revealed they were powerless to
stop the Scottish government's move as criminal justice is a devolved responsibility. 

The decision has no wider impact on the UK's equality laws or practices in English
and Welsh jails.  

A government source told The Telegraph: 'The point is that we are taking a more
common sense approach. We are going further in our reform of the prison rules in a
way that the public would expect to ensure that prisoners get the safety they would
expect behind bars.'
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where Chinese spy
balloon was spotted
infiltrating U.S airspace
- as residents report
seeing jet zoom by after
off...

Son of Alex
Murdaugh's former
housekeeper accuses
him of stealing $4
million wrongful death
payout during murder
trial - as prosecutors
plan to exhume her
body ...

EXCLUSIVE  Heather
Rae Young seen for the
FIRST time since giving
birth as she cradles
newborn son while
leaving hospital with
husband Tarek El
Moussa in LA
 

Prince Andrew breaks
cover amid claims he
may take legal action or
even write a book in bid
to clear his name over
Virginia Giuffre sex
claims
 

EXCLUSIVE  Back to
black! Ivanka Trump
flashes her toned abs in
a workout tank and
leggings as she hits the
gym - after showing off
her moves at 1920s-
themed party in Miami

NFL and American
Heart Association unite
to offer free CPR
education in the build-
up to the Super Bowl in
Arizona after the
lifesaving on-field
medical treatmen...

'Amazingly accurate':
This popular food scale
boasts hundreds of
thousands of five-star
reviews - and you can
now pick up this handy
kitchen essential for
just ...

Is your skin sagging?
Reverse ageing with
this advanced face and
body repair system
containing patented
peptides to support
collagen production
(and these pictures are
proof it works!)
SHOPPING

Rihanna 'is gearing up
to announce a massive
comeback tour
following her Super
Bowl performance...
heading to UK stages
for the first time in 7
years'
 

Beauty alert! This $38
serum from the viral
brand used by everyone
from Cameron Diaz to
Mandy Moore leaves
skin ultra-soft and
glowing - and it's now
back in stock
SHOPPING

'I'm terrified!' Kit
Harington reveals he
and wife Rose Leslie are
expecting their second
child together during an
appearance on The
Tonight Show with
Jimmy Fallon
 

Tom Brady's
'retirement sand' draws
$99,900 bid on eBay:
Angry gambler recoups
losses by auctioning off
bottled dirt from QB's
retirement video as
other imitators flood the
market
 

Red Hot Chilli
Peppers' Anthony
Kiedis and Flea show
off their rock star style
as they get VIP
treatment and take a
water taxi to Sydney
concert
 

Mucking in! Princess
Catharina-Amalia of the
Netherlands, 19,
releases sea turtle back
into the wild on tour of
Dutch Caribbean
Islands
 

Bachelor Nation's
Sarah Herron shares
heartbreaking note one
week after 'IVF miracle'
baby Oliver died
following premature
birth: 'I'd give anything
to go back to last Friday
morning'
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Labour's confusion over transgender double rapist as
MP says sex predator 'deserves respect and support to
transition safely' - while fellow party MP Yvette Cooper
warns 'dangerous' attacker 'should not be in a women's
prison'
A Labour MP today sparked fury as she insisted double rapist Isla Bryson deserves
'respect' to 'transition safely' to a woman after being placed in a women's jail,
declaring: 'We need to just be fair'.

Paulette Hamilton, who represents Erdington in Birmingham, has said that Bryson
must have the same support as the female prisoners experts believe the sex attacker
poses a danger to at Cornton Vale prison in Stirlingshire.

She said: 'This gentleman transitioning to a female, we're a democratic country - we
have to treat him fairly. We have to respect that he is transitioning to a woman'.

Labour has been accused of being 'all over the place' on gender and Yvette Cooper
tried to give frontbench clarity on the issue today declaring it is a 'dangerous'
decision not to place Bryson in a male jail.

Paulette Hamilton, a Birmingham Labour MP,  said that rapist Isla Bryson should be given the
support necessary to 'transition safely' to become a woman as Yvette Cooper, Shadow Home
Secretary, said it 'should be straightforward' that someone who has committed crimes against
women shouldn't be housed with women

But asked how she would deal with the case, Labour's Paulette Hamilton said: 'For
myself as an MP in a constituency where I have a number of people who have
contacted me that are transitioning. I think all they want us to be is just fair towards
them. We need to just be fair and he has a fair hearing'. 

Times Radio presenter Jane Garvey said: 'The person has had a fair hearing and has
been found guilty of two rapes' before co-host Fi Glover said: ''I think a lot of people
feel uncomfortable knowing who is the more vulnerable whose rights need to be
respected the most'.

Ms Hamilton responded: 'So what are you trying to get me to say? I'm going to be
honest with you because I'm not going to tell you 'we're gonna kill him because he
wants to be transitioning'.'

She added: 'I have to say I would be more concerned about the women in this
circumstance if you are asking me outright. But saying all of that, transitioning he
will get the support he needs to ensure that he transitions safely'.

This morning Shadow Home Secretary Yvette Cooper was clear that the transgender
rapist should be sent to a male prison after being accused of 'gaming the system' by
self-identifying as a woman after being charged as Adam Graham.

Ms Cooper told BBC Radio 4's Today programme: 'This dangerous rapist should not
be in a women's prison'.

And in an attack on Nicola Sturgeon after the Scottish First Minister refused to move
the transgender double rapist, she said: 'It should be clear that if someone poses a
danger to women and committed crimes against women they should not be being
housed in a women's prison.

'That is straightforward and I think most people would agree with that.'
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Naomi Campbell takes
the Awa Meité runway
by storm in a
sustainable handwoven
maxi dress during
ARISE Fashion Week in
Lagos 
 

The fragrance that
lives up to all of the
hype: With millions of
views and five-star
accolades, this TikTok-
famous body mist is
dubbed 'one of the best
scents ever' - and it's
only $24
SHOPPING

Does the chef
approve? Brooklyn
Beckham samples
renowned
restauranteur's famous
Wagyu on date night
with wife Nicola Peltz
 

Nicole Scherzinger
displays her incredible
figure in black crop top
after denying claims
she split from boyfriend
Thom Evans
 

Winnie Harlow and
H.E.R. bring the glitz
and glamour to Vogue
Philippines' star-
studded party in LA
 

Eiza Gonzalez sparks
dating rumors with
Kendall Jenner's ex Ben
Simmons as the duo are
seen out to dinner in
NYC
 

RHOC star Emily
Simpson, 47, flaunts her
facelift with before and
after photos after
'completely' losing her
jawline: 'I still look like
myself'
 

Kim Kardashian is
stylishly casual wearing
a one-shoulder Sade tee
and VERY ripped jeans
while attending son
Saint's basketball game
in LA
 

Unwind with these
internet-famous
Bluetooth headband
headphones that have a
built-in microphone and
dual speakers - and
right now get this
popular accessory for
50% off
SHOPPING

Jennifer Lawrence
keeps it casual-cool for
LA errand run... after
Miley Cyrus fans shared
wild theory she had
fling with Hunger
Games co-star Liam
Hemsworth
 

Portia de Rossi steps
out in Santa Barbara
after renewing her vows
with wife Ellen
DeGeneres in a star-
studded ceremony
officiated by Kris
Jenner
 

Tom Hanks and Rita
Wilson exude class as
they cuddle up together
at the MusiCares
Person of the Year gala
before she performs for
the honorees
 

Stealing Amelia's
thunder? Leggy Lisa
Rinna, 59, sports
bleached brows while
lighting up Danish
runway in a low-cut
leotard... as her mini-me
daughter, 21, says
'DYING!'
 

Steve-O says he is
'bracing' for death of
Jackass co-star Bam
Margera whom he
accuses of falling off
the wagon AGAIN
 

'They will definitely be
invited': Harry and
Meghan WILL be at King
Charles' coronation in
May as palace insiders
insist that's the 'working
assumption'
 

Linda Ronstadt will
NOT receive royalties
for use of Long Long
Time in HBO's The Last
of Us due to selling off
her music catalog: 'I still
love the song'
 

Fleetwood Mac's Mick
Fleetwood steps out for
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Share or comment on this article: Will trans rapist Isla Bryson be transferred to a
male prison?

Labour has been accused of having accused of having a problem with women with
Sir Keir Starmer famously refusing to say last year if 'a woman can have a penis'. He
later clarified that the 'vast majority' of women do not have a penis, causing yet more
confusion.

Downing Street said yesterday it has 'concerns' about the Scottish government
putting a male-bodied rapist in a women's prison and Ms Cooper said the same in
stronger terms.

The Prime Minister's official spokesperson said he had 'seen the reporting and
understands the concerns' over the decision to let transgender woman Isla Bryson -
formerly known as Adam Graham - be held in a women's prison despite raping two
women. 

Justice Secretary Dominic Raab tweeted that such a move would not happen south
of the border, after the Government overhauled rules to stop transgender sex
offenders from being held in women's prisons. 

Under the new changes, Mr Raab said transgender women who had committed sex
crimes or retained male genitalia could not be held in women's prisons except in the
most exceptional cases authorised by ministers.    

Both Downing Street and the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) revealed they were powerless
to stop the Scottish Government's move because criminal justice is a devolved
responsibility. 

Former Cabinet minister Lord Blunkett said this week the opposition must treat
people with respect but not do anything to undermine women's rights.

He also went against party policy by backing the UK Government's decision to block
Scotland's radical self-ID reform that would have allowed 16-year-olds to legally
change sex.

As the damaging row over Labour's 'woman problem' continued, it emerged that its
chief whip had told backbencher Lloyd Russell-Moyle to apologise for shouting
down and trying to intimidate two female MPs, including one from his own party.

Labour defended its MP, Rosie Duffield, who likened her membership to being in an
abusive relationship, after briefings that she spent too much time with fellow
women's rights campaigner JK Rowling.

Lord Blunkett, who served as home secretary and education secretary under Tony
Blair, made his critical comments on the BBC's Politics Live programme yesterday
[wed].

He said that ministers had been right to use the so-called Section 35 order for the
first time to stop Scotland's transgender reforms becoming law, even though
Scottish Labour voted for them and Sir Keir Starmer's spokesman said the veto was
unnecessary.

Lord Blunkett went on: 'I'm sick and tired of identity politics, having to debate it over
and over again.' He said respect and genuine equality were needed, adding that Mr
Russell-Moyle was right to apologise to Tory MP Miriam Cates for 'expressing a
perfectly reasonable point of view' on safeguarding.

And he said it was 'just not acceptable' for convicted rapist Adam Graham to identify
as a woman and be sent to a women's prison in Scotland.

Last night Miss Duffield spoke out again on Labour's woman problem.

She told Talk TV it is 'kind of mad' and 'dystopian' that Sir Keir cannot say if women
can have penises, and that she had 'no idea' what he personally believes on the
topic.

She suggested that the party leader felt unable to defend her because of pressure
from student groups and activists, and said part of the problem was that Labour had
so many men in senior posts.

Asked what her message to Sir Keir was, she replied: 'I think I'd like him to listen to
women's groups. I'd like to know that he's met with those people that are really
concerned about this.'
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pre-Grammy event in
LA... ahead of tribute
performance for late
bandmate Christine
McVie with Sheryl Crow
and Bonnie Raitt
 

Fancy a stroller
upgrade? Chloe
Sevigny, Kim
Kardashian and Blake
Lively all use the
Babyzen Yoyo2 to
transport their tots in
style - and they're
hundreds of dollars
cheaper than a
Bugaboo
SHOPPING

When Harry met
Meghan: Duke and
Duchess of Sussex are
now eyeing up making
their own royal ROM
COMS
 

Ashley Benson is
'dating' oil heir Brandon
Davis after her rumored
romance with Sofia
Malamute
 

Mother-of-four Heidi
Klum, 49, is open to
having kids with third
husband Tom Kaulitz,
33: 'It depends what day
it is'
 

Zendaya shows off her
new lighter blonde bob
in sultry selfie... after
winning Critics' Choice
Award for Best Actress
in Euphoria
 

Olivia Wilde shows off
her toned abs in a
maroon matching set
after working out at the
gym... amid 'dogfight'
custody battle with ex
Jason Sudeikis
 

Tommy Lee's wife
Brittany Furlan, 36,
throws EPIC shade at
his ex Pamela Anderson
as she mimics
Baywatch icon with '90s
Pam filter' in now-
deleted TikTok 
 

Jennifer Coolidge
loves this innovative
beauty tool that tightens
the skin, reduces fine
lines, and minimizes
everything from dark
spots to puffy eyes -
and you can now pick
up one of your own for
up to 20% off
SHOPPING

Busty Billie Eilish
posts a sultry video
modeling nude lingerie
to promote her new
fragrance for Valentine's
Day
 

Kylie Jenner flaunts
her impossibly slender
tummy in sexy swimsuit
as she continues to
shows off her assets in
the Caribbean... one
year after welcoming
Aire
 

EXCLUSIVE  Disgraced
Nickelodeon star Drake
Bell is seen for the
FIRST time since split
from wife Janet Von as
he visits LA gym - amid
claims he 'entered
treatment'
 

Priscilla Presley is
'traumatized' after
watching a CAMEL
attack her son Navarone
Garcia days before her
daughter Lisa Marie's
death
 

Emily Ratajkowski
flaunts her eye-popping
cleavage and new blunt
bob hairstyle in
stunning social media
snaps... amid rumored
romance with Eric
Andre
 

Gladiator sequel
starring Paul Mescal
gets release date
CONFIRMED for late
2024 - 24 years after
original movie
 

Madonna, 64, nearly
spills out of her low-cut
corset... after her

Yvette Cooper opposes rapist trans woman's housing in female prison
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Nicola's pal: 'Life was
going amazing for her
before she

Three-year-old boy is
found in dead car by
his father

Bodycam footage
shows squalid
conditions Kaylea

Nine-year-old girl gets
brutally beaten by boys
on school bus

Retracing missing
mother Nicola Bulley's
last known movements

Georgia teacher
brutally attacked by
student following

My life is in danger:
Chilling footage of Levi
Davis' plea for help

Terrifying moment brawl
breaks out inside
McDonalds in
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Click to rate

Spookybitch, Staffordshire, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Couldn't make this up

186885

Click to rate

Rival Son, Temple Church , United Kingdom, 1 week ago

At the end of the day she's a minister...that is all!

7258

Click to rate

Housewifeofcheshire, Gorstage, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Agreed.

4277

Click to rate

The Doge, Uppsala, British Virgin Islands, 1 week ago

What a mess this modern world is?!

1341

Click to rate

Fabs11000, London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Thought it could never happen according to sturgeon and here idiots . Just shows how
they haven't thought this legislation through and are selling women down the road for
votes

3622

Click to rate

Grumpy Grandpa, Livingston, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

You don't really know the SNP... They can make anything up and have been doing so for
nearly 23 years since devolution.

3291

Click to rate

BorArse ex No10, Ego Sum Nocens, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

And this is the power we have if we stand together to force change.

2196

Post

Click to rate

Minette , Port Elizabeth , South Africa, 1 week ago

What took them long?

2 of 5 replies See all replies

134791

Click to rate

As, Manchester, 1 week ago

She couldnt use it as a proxy for independence

1327

Click to rate

Peter10, London, 1 week ago

There is an existing process in place whereby these cases go to a review panel that
makes a decision based on the risks and facts of the case. That panel made its decision
today. This is just evidence that the existing process works. Everything else is just
manufactured drama made up for clicks.

15319

Click to rate

Helenbarks, Essex, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Thank god someone has seen sense !!!

2 of 17 replies See all replies

204091

Click to rate

TheRationalOne, Montpellier, France, 1 week ago

No. No sense prevailed. Only public opinion.

5490

Click to rate

katie, Birmingham, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Shes capitulated to public outrage.

5398

daughter Lourdes
Leon, 26, was denied
entry to the Marc
Jacobs show
 

EXCLUSIVE: Rarely
seen Beautiful Girls
singer Sean Kingston
arrives in Perth with
coveted Goyard
backpack - years after
warrant for his arrest
over unpaid jewellery
 

Nicole Scherzinger
'splits from ex-rugby
hunk Thom Evans after
three year romance as
sportsman moves in
with pal after giving up
his flat'
 

'She's hard work': Just
WHO was Tom Brady
referring to in very
angry phone call on day
he announced his
retirement - after
collapse of his marriage
to Gisele Bundchen
 

The most romantic
snack box ever! This
treat box with authentic
Japanese tea, savory
and sweet delicacies
will impress your
Valentine (and you can
enjoy it together) - save
$5 now
SHOPPING

Tommy Lee on your
mind? Somber Pamela
Anderson and her son
Brandon step out in
NYC to promote her tell-
all memoir - after
rocker's current wife
Brittany took swipe at
her in TikTok
 

Kaia Gerber stands
out in a blue jacket over
a beige top with a small
purse on her shoulder
as she leaves a lunch
date with friends in Los
Angeles
 

Farewell to one of
rock's all time greats:
Host of stars turn out
for Jeff Beck's funeral -
with Led Zeppelin's
Robert Plant joining
Johnny Depp and other
famous mourners
 

Awkward! As Lourdes
Leon is turned away
from the Marc Jacobs
show, FEMAIL reveals
the OTHER stars who
have faced
MORTIFYING rejections
from events and venues
 

EXCLUSIVE  The artist
behind Lady Gaga,
Miley Cyrus, and
Chrissy Teigen's tattoos
reveals everything you
need to know before
getting ink
 

Heavily-pregnant Gina
Rodriguez shows off her
baby bump in striped
dress and crochet
sweater during LA
outing
 

Valentine's Day vixen!
Kim Kardashian flashes
tiny tummy and hint of
underboob in flirty cut-
out teddy as sister Kylie
Jenner says she 'needs'
this look
 

RHOSLC's Heather
Gay 'being sued by
Church of Latter Day
Saints over title of her
autobiography Bad
Mormon' 
 

Kourtney Kardashian
goes braless in racy
plunging blazer with
mesh overlay as she
gets her hair cut and
styled  in glamorous
snaps
 

Florence Welch graces
the stage in a lacy
cream dress as she
wows crowds in
Manchester - after
postponing her tour due
to a broken foot
 

'These are 100% like
walking on a pillow!'
Snap up a pair of the
TikTok-famous cloud
slides beloved by
everyone from Bella
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Bileyerheid, SCOTLAND, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

I should think so too.

133194

Click to rate

Jonno27, Norwich, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

That the matter had to be raised in the media before action was taken is frightening.

92707

Click to rate

macca123us, Aberdeen, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Not really they said from start in court they'd wait for risk assessment the media like this
jumped to conclusions

65213

Click to rate

The righteous man, Rotherham, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

@macca123us did they really need to wait for a risk assessment?

1439

Click to rate

Uncle_G, Huddersfield, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Vindication for the UK Governments decision to stop that stupid bill if ever it was needed

152599

Click to rate

Stephen with a PH, Chichester, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

What the heck has this country turned into - this should never have got this far. Unbelievable.....

112489

Click to rate

Glam quine, Scotland , United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Should never have gotten to this point but correct decision now

82421

Click to rate

UpholdingStandards, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

They won't be happy!

162252

Click to rate

manofthewhitevan, UK La La Land, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Just shows how out of touch with public opinion most of the politicians are today

102154

Click to rate

Jerusalem, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Outrageous that it had to take a public outcry to get the decision reversed

112077

Click to rate

J Sew., Middx., United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Yes, Sturgeon and the SNP are clearly out of touch with common sense and what the
Public feel.

3587

Click to rate

Sarah, London, 1 week ago

Completely agree, it took the general public to make her see sense.

3166

Click to rate

Argo Vuqusaif, Freedonia, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Sturgeon and the 'justice' secretary need to resign.

142050

Click to rate

MissZelda, Lancashire, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Finally

102014

Click to rate

Glasgow gal, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

A monumental blunder should lead to a resignation.

141829

Click to rate

Krokusje, Arnhem, Netherlands, 1 week ago

Its the right decision. The only decision really.

81648

Click to rate

Amsie1, Exeter, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Why can't politicians know the right thing to do ... why does it take a public uprising for them to do it

81583

Click to rate

Mighty Moth, Suburbia , United Kingdom, 1 week ago

So it takes a public outcry for her to acknowledge that her legislation is wrong ? It's common sense
surely!

111561

Click to rate

mygirlduchess, north east, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Good.

91521

Hadid to Kendall
Jenner for 40% off
SHOPPING

EXCLUSIVE  Nikki
Lund poses in a
swimsuit as she
announces she has
been cast opposite
Walking Dead star Chad
L Coleman in Astral
Plane Drifter
 

Sarah Michelle Gellar
reveals a 'steamy' KISS
scene between her and
Scooby-Doo co-star
Linda Cardellini was
DELETED from the 2002
film
 

Nicola Peltz and
Brooklyn Beckham twin
in baggy jeans as they
enjoy date night at E
Baldi - after THOSE
wedding planner texts
were revealed
 

'I'm truly
overwhelmed': Sam
Smith defies critics as
new album Gloria tops
the UK charts... despite
receiving backlash for
single's raunchy video
 

Make-up free Hailey
Bieber steps out in
stylish leather jacket
while her beau Justin
talks on the phone as
the pair enjoy sunny
stroll in Los Angeles
 

Seth Rogen, 40,
JOKINGLY declares that
'no one's made a good
high school movie'
since his popular 2007
teen comedy Superbad
 

Zoe Saldana, 44, is
seen in tactical military
gear while wielding a
rifle on the set of her
new CIA thriller Lioness
in Mallorca, Spain
 

Who even needs the
award? Inside the
WILDLY lavish Grammy
gift bags that are
packed with $60,000
worth of items
Including $18k liposuction
voucher

Grammy Awards 2023:
Jay-Z to PERFORM God
Did at music's biggest
night in all-star
rendition with DJ
Khaled and Lil Wayne -
as he and wife Beyonce
battle it out for gongs
 

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Ralph Fiennes is
snapped strolling
through Rome while
linking arms with a
mystery blonde - who
flashes a gold
engagement ring
 

'Best eye cream I have
ever used!' This TikTok-
famous moisturizer
hydrates, relieves
puffiness, and brightens
to wake up tired eyes in
a flash - and it's only
$23
 SHOPPING

That '90s Show is
returning to Netflix for a
second season... after
Ashton Kutcher reveals
Mila Kunis wouldn't let
him turn down a role on
the show
 

Wednesday star Jenna
Ortega puts on a sporty
display in athleisure
clothing as she models
for Adidas' new All That
You Are campaign
 

'I love you guys so
much!': Kris Jenner
gushes over Ellen and
Portia after officiating
their vow renewals...
which included guests
Harry and Meghan
 

Tom Girardi, 83, makes
a rare sighting while
leaving his assisted
living facility after
charges for stealing
$18M from clients
 

Panic! At The Disco
frontman Brendon Urie
'welcomes new baby
with wife Sarah' -  days
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Click to rate

Allie WR, North Norfolk Coast, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

This is exactly why this bill shouldn't be legislation.

91513

Click to rate

Alf-Garnet1, Manchester, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

She should resign.

141510

Click to rate

Worcesterchap, Worcestershire, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Vindicates the UK parliaments blocking of their law.

111425

Click to rate

lwr1959, north lincolnshire, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

What happened to the incompetent judge

2 of 5 replies See all replies

181419

Click to rate

Diverroy, Worcester, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Not the judges fault this time it was the prison service.

658

Click to rate

phil mallender, bridlington, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Big pension and no consequences as per

649

Click to rate

Fliss17, somewhere In Yorkshire , United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Makes sense

51312

Click to rate

KP, Guisborough, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Sturgeon had NO alternative, she was forced into her climbdown.

161242

Click to rate

A regular person, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

The only sensible decision she has ever made.
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231177

Click to rate

submar, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Public opinion made the decision for her, she is one woman who does not like to be
criticised.

0132

Click to rate

Yves1234, Lancashire , United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Her next sensible decision should be to resign.

1126

Click to rate

Leavemeout, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

How can it take 72 hours to do a risk assessment? Maybe it's to find words for a press release that
blames the English

121176

Click to rate

JW2216, Ayrshire, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Scottish justice system is a disgrace

101175

Click to rate

Jan Frew, Dundee, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

The most worrying thing today is that politicians only reverse ridiculous decisions due to the
pressure of media, not because they want to. How could anyone in power possibly have thought
this was a good idea, and not predicted the backlash?

61172

Click to rate

Gettingoninyears, Blackpool, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

EXACTLY according to newspaper reports worldwide were saying "" The world had gone
mad"" It has revolted most people in most countries if you read their newspaper
comments.

0137

Click to rate

linda k, accrington, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Yes you are so right. We won't be safe anywhere at this rate.

1251

Click to rate

Steven B, TX, United States, 1 week ago

If someone wants to play make-believe that's fine with me. I have the right to choose not to play
along. Isn't this fundamental to human rights?

141136

Click to rate

Lipsticksback, London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

It's the right decision

41115

after announcing
group's disbandment at
the end of current tour
 

Bearded Pierce
Brosnan, 69, looks
dapper as he gently
holds hands with glam
wife Keely Shaye Smith,
59, after dinner date in
Santa Monica
 

EXCLUSIVE  'Stop
calling me!': Just WHO
was Tom Brady
speaking to on furious
phone call - as lip
reading analysis reveals
retired QB rages about
'sounding stupid'
 

Joy Corrigan
showcases her toned
abs and ample cleavage
in racy hot pink
ensemble as she arrives
at glitzy fashion event in
Hollywood
 

Benedict Cumberbatch
is set to play a
desperate father
searching for his son in
the six-part Netflix
thriller Eric alongside
Gaby Hoffmann
 

Charlize Theron
models a pink coat over
a Velvet Underground T-
shirt after enjoying
dinner with
her daughter August in
Los Angeles
 

Sam Smith tops
Australia's ARIA chart
with their new album
Gloria amid backlash
for raunchy Not Here To
Make Friends music
video
 

Jessica Chastain, 45,
wows in emerald green
tailored suit as she
promotes a return to
Broadway in A Doll's
House 
 

Liam Hemsworth, 33,
and Laura Dern, 55,
passionately lock lips
as they film a romantic
scene for their
upcoming Netflix film
Lonely Planet in Los
Angeles
 

Nepo baby gets
DENIED! Embarrassing
moment Madonna's
daughter Lourdes Leon
is refused entry to Marc
Jacobs catwalk show
after arriving
fashionably late
 

TV's most fashionable
lawyer is worlds away
from her usual glamour
as she sports wild hair
and face mask ahead of
filming scenes for show
reboot
 

Yellowstone prequel
series 1923 starring
Harrison Ford and
Helen Mirren RENEWED
for a second season at
Paramount+
 

Kylie Minogue 'SPLITS
from boyfriend of five
years Paul Solomons...
after struggling to make
long distance work
between Australia and
the UK' 
 

Kate Winslet's
lookalike daughter Mia
Threapleton, 22, dazzles
at BAFTA bash - after
Hollywood's latest nepo
baby won rave reviews
for I Am Ruth
 

Reese Witherspoon,
46, is 'proud' of her
kids... as son Deacon,
19, shares MORE
images from NYU dorm,
this time of his desk
which includes snaps
with sister Ava
 

Kate's ultimate
investment piece!
Thrifty Princess of
Wales sports $966
L.K.Bennett jacket she
first wore 12 YEARS ago
in new video
 

'I put myself in
situations that were a
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jamesbreen, London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

At last, the correct decision !

31075

Click to rate

Astheclockstrikes11, We are outsville , United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Too late love, the damage is done

61074

Click to rate

Be honest always, Sanquhar, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Well said.

4167

Click to rate

Caroline, Warrington, 1 week ago

Yes very well said.

064

Click to rate

lester555, bristol, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

She now needs to resign
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141045

Click to rate

Sally99, Bristol, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Yes. Most definitely the final nail.

1116

Click to rate

Ally, Fife-Scotland-UNITED KINGDOM, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Please don't get my hopes up.

1113

Click to rate

None so wise, England, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Why does it take public outrage to force politicians to do the right thing? Are these people in the
right jobs?

51044

Click to rate

Jackson, Southampton, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Politicians are only interested in votes everyday they check which way the wind blows
before doing anything

1223

Click to rate

T-Popsssss, Glasgow Gal in London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Sturgeon needs to resign!

12991

Click to rate

MS1_Berks, Reading, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Absolutely!

6898

Click to rate

Lea, York, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Finally, a tiny bit of logic!!!

7845

Click to rate

Havemysay1989, NorthofWatford, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

That makes a mockery of her own policy and law. And shows how ridiculous it was in the first
place. Hopefully this will be the end of Nicoliar.

5844

Click to rate

West midland, West Midlands, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Sturgeon makes a mockery of herself without help from others

089

Click to rate

challenge myths, UK Europe , United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Commonsense decision. Very, very obvious

7844

Click to rate

Allensgirl, WILMSLOW, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

i'm not sure Sturgeon is in her right mind

9836

Click to rate

Jim Sansbury, Ballater, 1 week ago

She is the UK's finest politician.

63215

Click to rate

HamandEggs, North Pole, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Lost the plot !

6805

Click to rate

Brookles, Birmingham, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Getting the gist is she? Must have read some facts instead of just Twitter.

6792

bad idea!' Gillian
Anderson admits it took
years for her to find her
voice in relationships...
after being seen with ex
Peter Morgan 
 

ALISON BOSHOFF:
Jennifer Lopez gave co-
star Josh Duhamel a
tongue lashing after he
chewed gum on set of
Shotgun Wedding
 

ALISON
BOSHOFF: Bad Boy Will
Smith gets back in
favour after Oscars slap
as he lands National
Geographic show
How long does a fall from
grace last?

Kelly Clarkson's serial
stalker faces six
charges for violating
restraining order
TWELVES TIMES by
creeping outside her LA
mansion
 

As 'addicted' Rita Ora
adds to her tattoo
collection of over 30
inkings: A look at her
incredible collection of
body art 
 

Nicky Hilton shares
she 'skipped' wearing
Marc Jacobs' SEVEN
INCH heels to the
runway show because
they were just too high:
'I chickened out'
 

'Let me pose for you
now': Cara Delevingne
pulls a series of
very animated facial
expressions in fun clip
before a photoshoot
 

Pamela Anderson
reveals how her
Playboy career
impacted her sons and
they were left in tears
after being teased about
her sex tape
 

When are the Grammy
Awards 2023? What TV
channel is it on in the
US? Who are this year's
nominees and favorites
to win BIG!
 

David Harbour kisses
wife Lily Allen as they
appear on the big
screen at New York
Knicks game
Spotted side-by-side
at Madison Square
Garden

Eva Green 'could make
a B-movie' without
ending her career her
agent tells court as he
admits he urged her to
walk away from doomed
sci-fi movie
 

Have Gillian Anderson
and Crown creator Peter
Morgan rekindled their
romance? Pair are seen
together three years
after break-up - and
after he moved on from
ex Jemima Khan 
 

Reese Witherspoon
slips petite frame into
blue peplum dress to
join co-star Ashton
Kutcher at LA premiere
of Netflix's Your Place
Or Mine
 

Romancing The Stone
star Kathleen Turner, 68,
still glows on a red
carpet after nearly 50
years in show business
as she attends the after
party for a play in NYC
 

From her two
husbands to her X Files
co-star: A look back at
Gillian Anderson's love
life as she is spotted
with The Crown creator
Peter Morgan three
years after split
 

'I am getting rid of the
accent': Austin Butler
reveals he's 'probably
damaged his vocal
cords' as he addresses
his Memphis accent
after playing Elvis 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Beach
babe! Kylie Jenner
showcases her
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Mrs Pleasant, London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Thanks to public outrage!

7783

Click to rate

grounded, earth, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

for every woman in this country including Nichola Sturgeon just remember you could make one
mistake which could lead to you being sent to prison, then being left at high risk due to this policy

9775

Click to rate

JoeF1951, Stevenage, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

But will the First Minister take any responsibility for this happening in the first instance, it can only
get worse if nothing is changed.

0743

Click to rate

Lionheart81, Greenhithe Kent, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

No chance. Someone else's fault. She needs to stand down as is not fit for office

159

Click to rate

Cisco Pike, Brighton, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

If you live in Scotland and your still going to vote SNP in the next general election then you need to
take long hard look at yourself in the mirror.

13738

Click to rate

EU Foxtrot Oscar, Neitherherenorthere, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

They're only in power due to a deal with the Greens. Next time, perhaps Scotland will
wake up from its nightmare of being run into the ground by the SNP

2228

Click to rate

rrighton, estepona, Spain, 1 week ago

As a Scot I could not agree more.

3257

Click to rate

Beau Brummel, Decadence, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Politicians yet again, proving they have Zero common sense and are so out of touch with the
General Public.

6711

Click to rate

Madworld123, London, 1 week ago

She needs to resign.

4616

Click to rate

Deevon Rebel, Exeter, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

So do the others involved. They need to hang their heads in shame.

1104

Click to rate

Goldfish bowl, Uk, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Im sure Isla will receive a warm welcome in her new place

4616

Click to rate

colliefish, London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

The Holyrood experiment has failed miserably if this is where it's got us. Just shut it down.

9614

Click to rate

Britannia172, Ely, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

It must have broken Sturgeon's heart to be forced by public opinion to make that announcement.

3597

Click to rate

Gettingoninyears, Blackpool, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

What Heart??

063

Click to rate

iant722, Cottesmore, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

But how does this sit with her Gender Recognition Bill? According to Nichola she is a woman and
should be treated as such!

2 of 3 replies See all replies

20597

Click to rate

Lolospeak, Sydney, Australia, 1 week ago

That is the whole point of why its going to take a whole 72 hours to conduct a risk
assessment just so they can find some loophole to keep the offender in a womens prison.

2146

Click to rate

Jemima1, Dundee, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

That is why the bill is wrong.

2171

Click to rate

Glsgowgal, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Not sure there was any other option given public opinion on this.

7590

RevWPitt, Swindon, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

incredible post-baby
body in tiny bubblegum
pink thong bikini while
on vacation in Turks &
Caicos
 

Beyonce's upcoming
tour already has 400K
UK fans in presale
lines... as industry
experts share tips for
how to land tickets
 

ALISON BOSHOFF: All
Quiet On The Western
Front director Ed Berger
reveals the crew were
reduced to tears filming
harrowing war scenes
 

Fashion designer Paco
Rabanne dies aged 88:
Dubbed 'Wacko Paco'
for his unwearable
outfits, claims to have
had multiple lives, and
have had sex with the
Earth 
 

US senate issues
Ticketmaster stern
warning over Beyonce
tour tickets after Taylor
Swift fiasco - as UK
hilariously reacts to
'unexpected' date
 

Nicole Kidman cuts a
stylish figure in a green
padded jacket and
fedora as she films
scenes for new thriller
Lioness on the beach in
Mallorca
 

Rita Ora shows off her
new ribcage and hand
inkings after visiting
tattoo parlour in New
York
 

Hailey Bieber flashes a
hint of cleavage in an
edgy leather bustier and
matching fringe jacket
as she enjoys a date
night with husband
Justin in Los Angeles
 

ALISON BOSHOFF:
Sex Pistols' Glen
Matlock branded
director Danny Boyle a
'c***' after being left
furious by the band's
portrayal in TV biopic
 

Kate Hudson leads
bombshell parade
alongside Ashley
Benson and Demi
Lovato at Stella
McCartney X Adidas
launch party in LA
 

Madison Beer, Anitta
and Sabrina Carpenter
hit the red carpet in
stunning and stylish
ensembles at Spotify's
2023 Best New Artist
Party
 

Scout Willis dazzles in
a sequin mini dress
alongside quirky sister
Tallulah as they
attend Stella McCartney
x Adidas launch party 
 

This veteran singer
looks unrecognizable
with very straight long
platinum blonde hair at
a pre-Grammy party -
can you guess who it
is?
 

Olivia Newton-John's
grieving widow John
Easterling discusses
the stars final days
following her death from
cancer aged 73
 

Liam Neeson brands
Conor McGregor a 'little
leprechaun' and claims
the UFC fighter 'gives
Ireland a bad name' in
bizarre rant
 

British star Nicholas
Lyndhurst WILL star in
Frasier reboot where
he'll play a pal of Kelsey
Grammer's character Dr
Crane - in first major
role since his son's
death
 

'I stripped all the gears':
Reese Witherspoon
reveals that she used to
park Denzel
Washington's Porsche
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Click to rate

It shouldn`t come down to public opinion . They debated this in the Scottish parliament and v
still came to the wrong decision. Most politicians are simply not up to the job now.

31

Click to rate

Ned60plus1, Sin City VoG, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

The risk assessment that will be completed in the next 72 hours? I could complete one in 7.2
seconds!

2589

Click to rate

A.N., Norwich, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

I can do it in 1 !!!

044

Click to rate

its not true, Up North, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

I did

025

Click to rate

Kayden-Jayden, GB, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Good job. Now please resign!

9561

Click to rate

JBM66, London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

The Scottish Parliament is a laughing stock.

7560

Click to rate

m1lrr, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

As I said at the time the Gender recognition bill was passed....... What could possibly go wrong?

6554

Click to rate

thebassethound, Far from the madding crowd, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Action begins now due to a policy fail.

8551

Click to rate

KibbutzVol1983, Yorkshire , United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Perhaps this person could serve their time with Ms Sturgeon?

13535

Click to rate

ScruffyPig, Crewe, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Words fail me

5521

Click to rate

mslilyrose, Daventry, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Excellent news. Sturgeon will be spitting nails.

0513

Click to rate

Magsi, Somewhere over the rainbow, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Only because of the public outcry

1507

Click to rate

Jan-Jan, South Coast, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Exactly, Sturgeon is a dangerous loose cannon.

0104

Click to rate

weegielass, Home, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Every decision Sturgeon makes is always with a referendum in mind. This one has badly backfired!

5502

Click to rate

SalsaDancer, Norfolk, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Nicola Sturgeon should be ashamed of herself for thinking this was ok in the first place.

2497

Click to rate

Lionheart81, Greenhithe Kent, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

She should step down as is failing to assure public safety or represent the views of the
public

1119

Click to rate

Bzwbob, Crewe, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

I don't think sturgeon feels shame tbh.

036

Click to rate

justmyopinion2910, Scotland, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Lets not forget that she is only acting on this now because of of the public disgust at this even
being possible in the first place. Should never be allowed to happen in any prison

2492

Click to rate

Gettingoninyears, Blackpool, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

She was under the impression it would give her more independence votes from the
public.

038

Itisobvious, Tashbaan, United Kingdom, 1 week ago
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Kardashian hosts
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night': Ivanka Trump
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Hollywood amid
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Music Collective event
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she 'was having trouble
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together: 'Best decision
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New York City hotel with
her son Brandon... after
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from her documentary
and book
 

Dwayne 'The Rock'
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terrifying car crash at 3
a.m.: Shaken tough guy
says 'she'll survive' and
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'Tone deaf': Kylie
Jenner blasted by fans
for reviving Astroworld
theme for her kids
Stormi and Aire's party
in wake of deadly
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Tell me, is the only requirement to be a politician in Scotland the ability to ignore reality?

485

Click to rate

Logan44, High Wycombe, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

That is the same anywhere in the world.

47

Click to rate

Glasgow gal, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

It should never have got to this

5467

Click to rate

DaveP, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Once again, Scotland has become a total laughing stock.

7447

Click to rate

Mabel dainty, Woking, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

The right decision, who thought that it would be a good idea in the first place ?

2444

Click to rate

MJL, Sheffield, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Nicola Sturgeon

185

Click to rate

brodie07, Darlington, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Nicola Sturgeon!

065

Click to rate

Esme10, Ecosse, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Scottish Parliamentarians - embarrassed and embarrassing.

8442

Click to rate

Wild-illusion, Gotham, Ireland, 1 week ago

The public have more education than the politicians

3433

Click to rate

DavidPreston, Preston, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Absolute vindication of UK government's decision to override Sturgeon.

4430

Click to rate

Aunty PC, England, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Brought about by public disgust and anger - the public should speak more often against these silly
decisions

3426

Click to rate

Way Out West2, Powys, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

So I assume you will be moving to Scotland very soon, to live the dream.

849

Click to rate

Professor_, Windsor, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

By their own standards, im very much left speechless by the sheer incompetence of our clueless
politicians!

3424

Click to rate

JackSmack, No comment, Cayman Islands, 1 week ago

I dont hear an apology or an acknowledgment that she was and still is ideologically wrong

3421

Click to rate

Saveloy, London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

I feel very sorry for women these days.

4421

Click to rate

Giannis Georgiou, Athens, Greece, 1 week ago

And for men too

626

Click to rate

I know who I am, Somewhere Town, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

About time, should never of happened!

2416

Click to rate

Steve, Derby, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

And common sense finally prevails. Proof the UK government was correct to block Sturgeon's
ridiculous legislation.

2415

Click to rate

dasch88, UK, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Nice backtracking.

5414

Ginfizzle, Leeds, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

That's great news - but it should NEVER have even been a topic for debate.
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Click to rate

Vonie1, Athea, Ireland, 1 week ago

What a world

5407

Click to rate

Aurora B, Up North, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Only after the public uproar!

5407

Click to rate

Fets, Wrexham , United Kingdom, 1 week ago

If any politicians read this, here's a reminder. Your there as an elected member to represent your
constituents and to be their voice. Not to have your own agenda and ignore your constituents.

2406

Click to rate

beabop, Lancashire, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Well said

053

Click to rate

Mick, Manchester, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Time to go, Nicola. Have some courage and decency.

2400

Click to rate

Tom Gunn, Baildon, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Time to reassess the Equality Act 2010.

2395

Click to rate

JBfromNY, York, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Time to reassess the SNP's position in government

2101

Click to rate

oracle22, London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Let's hope the tide is beginning to turn now. Public opinion is forcing humanitarian issues to be
given priority over political ones. The financial cost of running the NHS and providing adequate
doctors and nurses for the service, for instance, is far more important than political correctness.

6394

Click to rate

Danny, Middlesbrough, 1 week ago

I'll never vote SNP again!

10393

Click to rate

Charliefarley52, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Never have and never will.

1185

Click to rate

Nix222, London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

No male should be in a women's prison, irrespective of a given title, as it's unfair on the women in
so many ways.

4389

Click to rate

night time day time, Rutland, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

What an embarrassment

6386

Click to rate

angels around us, Sun shine place, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

How the hell does this happen

3382

Click to rate

Candy Cane 21, Bordeaux, France, 1 week ago

Thank goodness they've caved in, but I imagine only because of the pressure not because they
wanted to. In what parallel universe do the rights of one individual trample all over the rights of
hundreds of others? Giving someone rights shouldn't mean anyone else loses theirs.

0374

Click to rate

Terry Spain, Malaga, Spain, 1 week ago

Correct.

064

Click to rate

Bestows, Non, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

So she does agree it's wrong after all? But still pushing for changes in the law is she that will make
this issue even worse?

5373

Click to rate

Nylon12, maplewood, United States, 1 week ago

That's part of the problem, First Minister isn't thinking.

2364

Click to rate

ifnotwhynot, Ayrshire, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Unbelievable,

2354

Alex23, kent, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

honor at Harvard
University
 

New bangs, no bra!
Emily Ratajkowski
makes sure all eyes are
on her with surprise
hair change and VERY
sheer top amid fling
with Eric Andre 
 

Vanessa Hudgens and
MLB player boyfriend
Cole Tucker are
ENGAGED! Sportsman
'popped the question
last year' amid romantic
Paris trip 
 

Connie Britton glitters
in a navy blue sequin
jumpsuit to celebrate
her February cover
of DuJour magazine in
New York City
 

Heather Rae Young
gives birth! Reality star
welcomes baby boy
with husband Tarek El
Moussa and shares
adorable snap: 'Our
hearts are so happy'
 

Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle seen
together for the first
time together since
memoir was published
at Ellen and Portia's
vow renewal
 

Subscribe to The Mail+
to read all the Daily
Mail's world-beating
news, views and
features - and much
more
 

Pamela Anderson and
son Brandon Lee claim
she never saw a dime
from the sex tape she
filmed with ex-husband
Tommy Lee... even after
suing its distributors 
 

Kirstie Alley's gated
waterfront mansion in
Florida that she bought
from Lisa Marie Presley
for $1.5M in 2000 is on
the market for $6M after
Cheers actress' death
last year
 

Emily Ratajkowski
puts on a busty display
while showing off her
new bobbed hair as she
joins Nicky Hilton and
Ashley Graham at Marc
Jacobs' NYC show
 

Farrah Fawcett - the
1970s glamour icon -
remembered in photos
on what would have
been the Charlie's
Angels star's 76th
birthday 
 

Chilled retirement,
Tom? Furious Brady
SCREAMS down phone
hours after telling the
world he was quitting
NFL - amid the collapse
of his marriage to
supermodel Gisele 
 

Peta Murgatroyd
proudly celebrates her
baby bump at '20 weeks'
after IVF journey... and
her husband Maks
Chmerkovskiy raves:
'You're so hot'
 

Larsa Pippen sizzles in
a busty sheer silver
gown as she joins her
Real Housewives of
Miami co-stars for the
season 5 reunion
 

Could Jack have
SURVIVED? Titanic
director James
Cameron tests out fan
theories for the first
time in four 'scientific'
re-enactments with
stunt doubles
 

Southern Charm star
Olivia Flowers' brother
Conner dead at 32:
Tributes pour out calling
him 'kind and selfless'
 

A Hollywood treasure
trove! Gwyneth Paltrow
opens the doors to her
fashion archive with
designer items, on-
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It's disgusting how the system is being played. Thankfully in this case it has been overturned before
someone else ended up being a victim.

354
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Glassroots, London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

This isn't a human rights issue. This is a common sense issue and the decision is 100 percent the
right one.
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Lola J , nowhere, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

This should never have been allowed to happen.

1348
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mancunian, Oswestry, 1 week ago

Only because the prison itself is closing next month! So, not really her decision!
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hahaha , Farnborough, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

Yea good point

139
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DM, London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

But isn't that against they law she just passed. Thank god the U.K. parliament are reviewing it.

4329
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DAILYREAL, London, United Kingdom, 1 week ago

If this hadn't been highlighted in the media, you just know nothing would have happened.
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screen costumes - and
a red carpet outfit from
romance with Brad Pitt
 

Hollywood star looks
adorable with blonde
bob in sweet childhood
throwback snaps - but
can YOU guess who it
is?
 

Dolly Parton declares
she's 'more the cake,
cookie, and cornbread
type' after fake keto and
gummy ads featuring
the country music icon
circulate on social
media  
 

Euphoria star Chloe
Cherry is charged with
shoplifting $28 blouse
in her hometown of
Pennsylvania... but she
insists 'there was
confusion' over sale
 

Zoe Saldana cuddles
up to her son Zen, six,
as the adorable tot
accompanies his
famous mom for 'a day
at work'
 

Jennifer Lopez takes
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whole new level with
alligator print leggings
as she heads to a dance
studio in LA
 

Teddi Mellencamp
shows off her toned
figure in a black-and-
white bikini as she acts
out Miley Cyrus' sizzling
moves in her Flowers
music video
 

The Happiest Place on
Earth! Kevin Jonas
enjoys magical day at
Disneyland with wife
Danielle and their two
kids, Valentina and
birthday girl Alena
 

Dan Aykroyd set to
host A History Of the
World In Six Glasses for
Fox Nation alongside
Jim Belushi, Kevin
Nealon, George Wendt
and Jon Lovitz
 

Britney Spears says
she's 'such a fan' of 'sex
icon' Pamela Anderson
and praises star's sons
for defending her after
singer's own boys
chose not to see her
over risqué posts 
 

Sarah Michelle Gellar,
45, looks chic in a black
satin dress while
enjoying an espresso
martini at lunch... as pal
Reese Witherspoon hits
the like button
 

Wendy Williams
covers up in a hooded
fur coat as she clutches
the arm of a bodyguard
in NYC... as she ramps
up for her big comeback
 

EXCLUSIVE  How Paris
Hilton's multi-millionaire
husband abandoned his
daughter Evie at birth
and now 10-year-old
doubts she'll ever get to
meet her brother
 

Ellen DeGeneres and
Portia de Rossi renew
their wedding vows!
They say 'I do' as Kris
Jenner is officiant...
after tying the knot 15
YEARS ago
 

Bachelor vet Clare
Crawley, 41, weds beau
Ryan Dawkins, 45, in
Sacramento... over a
year after splitting from
Dale Moss
 

'I work out for two
hours a day!' Kyle
Richards, 54, hits back
at 'frustrating' claim she
used diabetes
medication Ozempic to
lose weight
 

EXCLUSIVE  Ioan
Gruffudd's hopes to
spend more time with
his estranged
daughters, 13 and 9, are
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